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Assistant Secretary of State for the Bureau of International Narcotics and
Law Enforcement Affairs (INL) Kirsten D. Madison will lead the U.S.
delegation to the High-Level Segment of the 62nd Commission on Narcotic Drugs
(CND), March 14-15, in Vienna, Austria. At the CND, the United States will
seek increased national action to control the illicit synthetic drugs that
are fueling the ongoing U.S. opioid crisis, building on President Trump’s
Call to Action on the World Drug Problem, which was launched at last year’s
United Nations General Assembly.

The United States will also take advantage of the high-level international
platform of the CND to showcase innovative national approaches for
dismantling illicit supply chains of synthetic drugs and supporting health-
centered approaches to reduce demand for these deadly drugs.

The U.S. delegation will include representatives of the Department of
Justice, the Drug Enforcement Administration, the Department of Health and
Human Services, the Food and Drug Administration, and the White House Office
of National Drug Control Policy.

Following the High-Level Segment of the CND, Assistant Secretary Madison will
travel to Pristina, Kosovo to meet with Prime Minister Ramush Haradinaj,
officials from the Kosovo Police, the Ministry of Justice, the Kosovo
Correctional Service, and members of civil society to advance U.S.-supported
justice and law enforcement sector reform in Kosovo. She will also give
remarks at an equipment donation ceremony that will significantly enhance the
law enforcement capacity of the Kosovo Forensics Agency.

The State Department, through INL, combats drug trafficking, transnational
crime, and corruption worldwide by helping governments and civil society
build strong, stable, and fair societies overseas that counter the
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transnational crime and instability that threatens Americans’ security.

To receive updates on the CND and Assistant Secretary Madison’s visit, follow
the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs on Twitter
@StateINL and Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/StateINL.

The Office of Website Management, Bureau of Public Affairs, manages this site
as a portal for information from the U.S. State Department.
External links to other Internet sites should not be construed as an
endorsement of the views or privacy policies contained therein.
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On March 13, the United States co-hosted an event with Canada, Germany, the
Netherlands, and the United Kingdom at the United Nations in Geneva,
Switzerland to raise awareness regarding ongoing and egregious human rights
abuses in Xinjiang, where more than one million Uighurs, ethnic Kazakhs,
Kyrgyz, and other members of Muslim minority groups have been detained since
April 2017. The United States strongly encouraged the UN and the High
Commissioner for Human Rights to make these abuses a priority.

Government officials, expert panelists, and survivor testimony highlighted
the magnitude and severity of the violations of human rights and fundamental
freedoms in Xinjiang. Participants also considered next steps the
international community could take in addressing the situation in Xinjiang.

Please contact DRL-Press@state.gov for more information, or visit
https://www.state.gov/j/drl.htm or follow @StateDRL.
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On March 8, delegations representing the United States, the European Union
and its Member States, Norway, and Iceland, convened in Washington, DC for
the 22nd meeting of the Joint Committee established under the U.S.-EU Air
Transport Agreement of 2007, as amended. The delegations initialed an
agreement to remove longstanding unfair time constraints on U.S. air carrier
leases of aircraft with crew in the lucrative U.S.-EU air transport market.
The two sides also discussed preparations to ensure that the exit of the
United Kingdom from the European Union would not disrupt air services.

Under the terms of the U.S.-EU Air Transport Agreement, U.S. and European
representatives from both government and industry meet at least annually to
discuss important issues in civil aviation relations between the United
States and the European countries covered by the Agreement. Transatlantic
flights linking the United States and Europe power growth and job creation,
underpin valuable economic and commercial ties, and foster the shared goal of
greater prosperity.
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Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary (PDAS) for East Asian and Pacific
Affairs W. Patrick Murphy travels to Thailand, Indonesia, and Hawaii March
18-22.

PDAS Murphy will visit Bangkok, Thailand March 18-19 to meet with Royal Thai
government interlocutors and other stakeholders to discuss Thailand’s 2019
ASEAN Chairmanship and the U.S.-Thailand alliance.

He will visit Jakarta March 20 to lead the U.S. delegation at Indonesia’s
high-level dialogue on Indo-Pacific cooperation. He will hold bilateral
consultations to discuss U.S. and partner nation priorities in the region.
PDAS Murphy will also meet with Indonesian officials to discuss issues of
mutual interest and efforts to strengthen the U.S.-Indonesia Strategic
Partnership in this 70th year of diplomatic ties.

In Honolulu, Hawaii, March 21-22, PDAS Murphy will meet with senior officials
at the U.S. Indo-Pacific Command and locally-based entities and experts
focused on the Indo-Pacific region.
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QUESTION: All right. So I just wanted to – well, first of all, thank you for
being here today.

SECRETARY POMPEO: Great to be with you.

QUESTION: And I wanted to ask, what is your message to the people who are
coming to this very large conference? Obviously, CERAWeek is a big deal. Can
you tell me, what is your message to everyone here today?

SECRETARY POMPEO: So it’s great to be in Houston. I came down really to talk
about three things: first, the incredible importance of America’s continued
energy success to what I do, the task of trying to keep America and Americans
safe. Our capacity to deliver energy around the world and to have less demand
here, to be less dependent as a nation on others for energy, frees up a lot
of capacity for us to do good around the world and to keep America safe.

The second thing I wanted to talk about is recruiting. We’re always looking
for talented people. I want to make sure we get out and talk to people all
across America, and the State Department is a noble calling. It’s a wonderful
task to be an American diplomat. I want to share with people the real
opportunities there are to serve America working with the United States
Department of State.

QUESTION: Great. And can you talk to me about the energy revolution? And it –
had mentioned that the energy revolution and this ability to help us keep
America safe. National security – can you talk to me about that lane?
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SECRETARY POMPEO: So we will be the world’s largest exporter of crude oil in
just a relatively short number of months. That’s an amazing turnaround from a
place where we were 10 years ago, where we were consuming product from all
around the world and we depended upon the Middle East and other countries to
provide us with those energy resources. This shale revolution, the amazing
innovation that’s taken place in the United States of America has
fundamentally transformed energy markets, not only for crude oil but for
natural gas as well, and those have real ramifications for America’s national
security.

When I travel, wherever I go – I was in the Philippines last week, and in
Vietnam; I’ll be in the Middle East next week, and then on to Europe –
everywhere I go, these issues of energy security are out there. Countries
would much rather take their energy from a place like the United States,
where we value the rule of law, we treat partners well, than to have to rely
on Russia or someone else that doesn’t behave that way. That gives me as
America’s most senior diplomat real opportunities to develop close
partnerships and in turn keep the American people safe.

QUESTION: Thank you. Now turning to foreign affairs, specifically with North
Korea. Can you talk with us about you – what is your take on the situation
with North Korea, the satellites showing that they’re maybe restarting this
long-range rocket facility? And also the situation in Iran, with them
potentially working on missiles that are blacklisted. Can you talk to me
about what is your take on the situation in North Korea right now?

SECRETARY POMPEO: So we’ve been working at this, since the administration
came into office, diligently. We’ve now got missile tests stopped; nuclear
testing hasn’t taken place for a while either. We think we can continue to
maintain that. Chairman Kim committed to not doing those things when we were
in Hanoi. President Trump sat down with Chairman Kim to try and fulfill his
commitment to denuclearize. These nuclear weapons present a threat to the
world, to our partners of Japan and South Korea in the region, and to the
United States. And we’re determined to follow through on the commitments that
were made in Singapore. If we can get this right, there will be a brighter
future for the people of North Korea and reduce risk all around the world.

We’re mindful of the challenges. We know that it will be a bumpy, long road.
This problem’s been out there for quite some time. But we continue to be
optimistic that Chairman Kim wants to denuclearize and that he intends to go
down that path.

QUESTION: And when you’re seeing certain pieces of what could be evidence of
– satellite images and things like that, is there a concern there and how are
you addressing that concern if that exists?

SECRETARY POMPEO: So I can’t talk about what we know, American intelligence.
We – what I can say is this: There’s still work to do. North Koreans have not
fulfilled the commitment that Chairman Kim made yet. They came partway there
when the President traveled to Hanoi, but it wasn’t enough. It’s not just
enough for America; this is the entire world. The United States has built out
a fully global coalition. The resolutions that are putting pressure on North



Korea are UN Security Council resolutions, not American sanctions. The whole
world understands this threat, and the whole world is urging Chairman Kim to
make the right strategic choice to get rid of his nuclear weapons and rejoin
the world.

QUESTION: And this comment, does that also apply to the sanctions, the
alleged breaking of the sanctions, importing oil and selling weapons and
things like that?

SECRETARY POMPEO: It certainly does. These are UN sanctions. Enforcement of
those sanctions matters an awful lot. We are urging every country to enforce
them as rigidly as they can, and frankly, we’ve done pretty well. There are
gaps. When we find gaps, we work to close them.

QUESTION: Okay, great. And the last topic I wanted to talk about is
Venezuela. Can you talk to me about the decision to pull out the many
American diplomats from the country?

SECRETARY POMPEO: It was really pretty straightforward. Last night, the – we
made the decision that we would remove the remaining diplomats that we had on
the ground in Caracas, Venezuela. We’ll get them out in the next few days.
The situation on the ground is deteriorating. It’s so tragic. The
humanitarian conditions there are just awful. You have people starving, can’t
get medicine to the sick. The American people have been incredibly generous,
a couple hundred metric tons of food and hygiene kits and medicine sitting in
Colombia, and the Maduro regime denying us the ability to get them to people
who are starving. It’s horrific; it’s evil. Maduro has to leave. The Interim
President Juan Guaido is working diligently alongside the Colombians, the
Brazilians, the OAS, a group called the Lima Group, to build out a coalition
that when this happens, when the Venezuelan peoples’ voices are finally heard
and Maduro leaves, we can restore Venezuela to the economic powerhouse that
it has the capacity to be and a place where basic human rights are respected.

QUESTION: Okay, and in the interest of using up some time, because I want to
make sure I’m using all my five minutes —

SECRETARY POMPEO: Of course.

QUESTION: Would I be able to just ask you about the state of U.S. image in
terms of foreign affairs? They’ve described President Trump’s leadership
style as somewhat unilateral. Would you say that that is the case, and is
that a good or a bad thing for the United States image?

SECRETARY POMPEO: Remember, I’m America’s senior diplomat. Our first client
is the American people, and I think President Trump definitely recognizes
that. When I travel the world, when I meet with my foreign counterparts, they
understand too that we’re doing this alongside them. The coalition that we
built out to put pressure on North Korea was worldwide. Today there are 50-
plus countries that are recognizing that we’ve got to do something
fundamentally different in Venezuela. We built out an 80-plus country
coalition to defeat ISIS and take down the caliphate. Those are real
partnerships. America led many of those efforts, and we’re very proud of the



work we do alongside those other countries, being mindful every day that our
task is to keep the American people safe.

QUESTION: Thank you so much for your time today.

SECRETARY POMPEO: Thank you very much.

QUESTION: I really appreciate it.

SECRETARY POMPEO: Thank you.

QUESTION: Thank you. It’s a pleasure to meet you.

SECRETARY POMPEO: Thank you. It was wonderful to meet you, too.
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